Coast Salish Spinning and Weaving
Weaving

The Coast Salish people refer to the Nations and Tribes whose
traditional grounds are found on the west coast of British
Columbia and Washington State. It is not a traditional name—
rather, it is a term that encompasses a number of nations with
cultural similarities. Some of the Coast Salish found in BC are
the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) peoples, the Stó:lō peoples,
the Kwikwetlem (Coquitlam) First Nation, the Sḵwx̱wú7mesh
(Squamish) First Nation, and the Snuneymuxw First Nation.

Spinning
Image reproduced from the Royal Ontario
Museum (2013). “A woman weaving a blanket”,
was painted by Paul Kane in the 1800’s.

Image modified from Solazzo et al. (2011).

The Coast Salish

Woven blankets were a symbol of prosperity, and were
often gifted at potlatches. The spinning and weaving
industry that produced these blankets were controlled by
Coast Salish women.
Ceremonial blankets were woven mainly from mountain
goat hair. Because mountain goat hair could only be
obtained by trade, blankets for everyday use blended goat
hair with hair from a small white woolly dog that was bred
specially for this purpose. Bird down and plant fibres were
also included. The use of dog hair died out in the mid1800’s as traders from the Hudson’s Bay Company made
blankets, sheep’s wool and yarn readily available.

Image reproduced from YVR (2013).

The Coast Salish spindle consisted of a carved whorl on a
long shaft. A long roving was prepared by rolling fibre along
the thigh. This roving was then inserted into the hole in the
spindle whorl and fed through a suspended hook. The
spindle was turned to add twist to form a thick yarn from
the roving, and this yarn was then wound around the shaft
of the spindle. Smaller spindles were used to spin finer
yarns. These spindles would be rolled up the thigh to twist
the fibres into yarn.
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Contemporary use of Coast Salish spinning and weaving
Though the spindle is not
commonly used today,
spindle whorls appear in
Coast Salish Art. For example,
a Coast Salish spindle whorl
designed by Musqueam artist
Susan A. Point greets visitors
at the Vancouver
International Airport.

Image reproduced from Royal BC Museum (n.d.)

Spindle artifacts and
spindle imagery help to
establish historical land use
and ongoing cultural ties to
specific geographical
locations. This evidence
plays a role in establishing
claims to the government
for treaty negotiation,
redress, and rights to
resources.
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At Convocation, the UBC President wears a white
stole with a black design as part of his regalia. This
stole was woven by Musqueam artist Chrystal
Sparrow in the Coast Salish fashion, and was gifted to
the University in 2007 as a symbol of shared wealth.

Evidence for the Coast Salish Wool Dog
Coyote

Reproduced from Koop et al. (2000).
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Indigenous:
“Village Dog”,
Tahltan Bear Dog,
and Yukon Wolf
Wool Dog
Mexican Hairless
Ryuku
Shikoku
Siberian Husky
Ryuku
Mongolian

Sequencing and alignment of mitochondrial DNA taken from
a wool dog bone fragment suggests that this breed shared
common ancestry with Ryuku, Shikoku, Siberian Husky,
Mongolian Native, airedale terrier, German shepherd, and
Mexican hairless. In contrast mitochondrial DNA taken from
two village dog bone fragments suggest that these are more
closely related to Yukon wolves and the Tahltan Bear Dog.
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Forensic Reconstruction:
This sketch depicts what the
Coast Salish woolly dog may
have looked like, given
skeletal remains found in
Coast Salish villages, historical
reports of a small white spitzlike dog, and knowledge of
present-day breeds.

Carbon isotope analysis
Carbon isotope analysis of a Salish blanket used in the burial
of a child revealed that the hair was consistent with an
animal that was fed a marine source of protein—likely fish—
and that this diet was similar to that of the child. This is
consistent with historical accounts of woolly dogs being fed
special diets to maintain a high coat quality. In contrast,
mountain goat hair, deer hair, and modern-day coyotes have
a distinctly different ratio of carbon isotopes.

Mass spectrophotometry and
protein sequencing
Animal fibres consist mainly of alpha-keratins or intermediate
filament proteins, and the sequence of these proteins are
highly conserved within species. The animal hairs found in
Coast Salish textiles from the Smithsonian collections were
analyzed through mass spectrophotometry and amino acid
sequencing. Specific protein sequences were used to
distinguish between dog, sheep, and goat hair. Dog hair was
found mainly in textiles woven before 1862. Sheep wool
displaced dog hair in later textiles.
Reproduced from Solazzo et al. (2011).
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Mitochondrial DNA sequencing

There are several historical accounts of the Coast Salish
Wool Dog made by European explorers, but what physical
evidence 1) confirms the existence of these dogs and 2)
confirms the use of dog hair in Coast Salish textiles?

